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Spot Natural Gas Prices
30 Day Average ($/MMBtu)

NORTHWEST:
- NW Sumas: $5.62 #DIV/0!
- PG&E Citygate: $3.14 65%

WEST:
- CIG: $2.46 67%
- El Paso Permian: $2.44 60%
- SoCal Border: $2.59 62%

MIDWEST:
- AECO: $1.91 70%
- NGPL Midcontinent: $2.49 61%

SOUTHEAST:
- Chicago Citygate: $2.72 51%
- Columbia TCO Pool: $2.52 54%
- Transco Z6-NY: $3.00 32%

SOUTHWEST:
- FGT-Z3: $2.66 54%
- Henry Hub: $2.70 55%
- HSC: $2.70 62%

- Pricing Point
  BOLD – 30 Day Avg Price
  Green – % increase from previous month
  Red – % decrease from previous month
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Natural Gas Trading: Volume Map

Spot Natural Gas Trading Volumes
30 Day Average (MMBtus)
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Gas vs Coal

- **Nymex Henry Hub**
- **Central App Coal**
- **WTI Crude Oil**
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Brent vs WTI

Oil Prices ($/Barrel)
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Natural Gas Trading: Nymex Futures Curve
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Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs) Prices
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